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Values and valorisation, Third International Conference on
Responsible Innovation
The provisional programme of the Third International Conference on Responsible
Innovation is now available.

Unique event
The international conference will be hosted by NWO and held in The Hague on Wednesday
May 21 and Thursday May 22. It is a unique event, bringing together various academic
disciplines that share a dedication to responsible, future-proof application of technology
and promising social innovations. The organisers say they are proud of the academic level
of the papers, which is very high. The most popular research topics are in the fields of
health care, energy and innovation in developing countries.

Key notes
Invited key note lecturer is M. Lynne Markus, Professor of
Information and Process Management at Bentley University in
Massachussets. Prof. Markus is an internationally renowned
authority on the effective design, implementation and use of
information systems. From the Netherlands Jeroen van den
Hoven, Professor of Moral Philosophy at Delft University of
Technology and Tsjalling Swierstra, Professor of Philosophy at
Maastricht University will present key note lectures.

Science-policy sessions
Besides academic presentations, Dutch science journalist
Pieter van der Wielen will moderate five short discussions on
the interaction between innovation research and innovation

policy. In these discussions researchers from Responsible
Innovation research programmes will exchange views with
policy makers and technology managers from industry.

Register now
The Third International Conference on Responsible Innovation welcomes academics, policy
makers and innovation managers. There is no fee, but registration is obligatory. The
deadline for registration is 14 May.
Visit the conference website

MVImatch on LinkedIn
If you could not participate in the matchmaking sessions for the new call, but are
interested in finding partners to build a consortium, you might like to join the LinkedIn
Community MVImatch. In this community entrepreneurs may find out what participating
researchers have on offer or suggest new research topics. Academics may also launch their
ideas and find partners.

Deadline preliminary proposals
Thursday 15 May, 1 p.m. is the deadline for the (obligatory) preliminary proposals for the
new call in the Responsible Innovation research programme. Until that date and hour
applications for research projects can be submitted by consortia composed of researchers
from the humanities, the field of science and technology, and social sciences, and at least
one private partner. Applications must fall within the research agenda that is made in
collaboration with the following Economic Priority Areas:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture & Food / Horticulture & Starting Materials
Chemistry
Energy
High Tech Systems & Materials
Life Sciences & Health
Water
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Technological developments may fail if
their ethical and social consequences
are not considered in time. NWO's
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Contact
•
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Dr J. Roodenburg
tel.: +31 (0)70 344 08 06
e-mail: j.roodenburg@nwo.nl

Responsible Innovation programme
funds and encourages research that
considers the ethical and social aspects
of new technology from the design
phase onwards. Researchers from
different scientific disciplines
collaborate in this programme, such as
ethicists, behavioural scientists,
economists, psychologists and
engineers.
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